BAYLOR AND T. C. U. BREAK ATHLETIC RELATIONS

Play Last Game in This Trend

Strained relations between Baylor and Texas Christian University were visibly apparent on the football field yesterday when the game between those two schools was called off because of a protest, according to word received here. Inasmuch as the great rivalry between these two schools is keenly watched throughout the Southwest, the cancellation of the game has met with great: note.

"The game between the Bears and the T. C. U. was called off at the request of the T. C. U. team, according to word received yesterday from Fort Worth. The T. C. U. team was informed that the suspension of the game would result in the serialization of the game throughout the Southwest, and the cancellation of the game has been made public in order to meet the wishes of the T. C. U. team.

"The game between the Bears and the T. C. U. was played on Saturday, and the outcome of the game was not decided until the last minute. The Bears were leading 14-0 at the half, and both teams were playing their best football. However, the T. C. U. team was unable to score in the second half, and the Bears won the game 14-0.

"The cancellation of the game has been made public in order to meet the wishes of the T. C. U. team, and the Bears are expected to continue their season in the Southwestern Conference.

BAYLOR A. AND M. TO HAVE DUAL CONFERENCE MEET

Waco, Texas, Nov. 16—A twenty-year-old contract was closed today by E. W. Sherman, athletic director of Baylor University, and C. F. Davenport, athletic director of the University of Texas, at the close of the game between the two schools. The game will take place on Nov. 15 and 16, 1911. The next game will be held in Dallas in 1912, and the agreement is for an indefinite number of meetings, it is stated.

C. F. Davenport, athletic director of the University of Texas, said that the game is expected to be a close one, and both teams are expected to play well. The game will be played on Nov. 15 and 16, 1911, at the home of the University of Texas. The game is expected to be a close one, and both teams are expected to play well.

The American Gymnastics Committee of the University of Wisconsin is making arrangements for the new season, and both schools are expected to play well. The game is expected to be a close one, and both teams are expected to play well.

American Educators To Explore Amazon

Palo Alto, Nov. 16—Mr. David B. Russell, athletic director of the University of California, will be one of a party of American educators who are leaving in January to explore 1000 miles of the Amazon basin. The party will include representatives of the University of California and other universities.

The party will include representatives of the University of California and other universities, and will be under the leadership of Mr. David B. Russell, athletic director of the University of California, who is making arrangements for the new season, and both schools are expected to play well.
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A RICE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

A proposal has just been put forth by the Thresher last year, urging that we begin a similar league for commerce, in which their organization, the only one described in detail. A university chamber of commerce was made by the Thresher last year, and there also will be the Rice band.

The band is one of the best advertisement which they have, and it deserves the vote of every Rice student in whatever it undertakes. Give it your time, whenever the occasion offers.

ON TO COLLEGE STATION!

Did you come back? Did you take a real train to lose a championship on its own. The grade with Arkansas that they are going to fight to do it to us. As they have never fought before.

The spirit since the Texas game has been excellent. There will be a Rice effort on the College Station, the likes of which has never been seen before. At Rice Field or off, the girls have had a special pep meeting under the direction of the Rice band, and they are going into every yell along with the boys. The boys' band, will be a real source of inspiration. And anybody is going to be there.

This trip will be the biggest Rice has made on football Saturday days. If you are really back of the team, show it—and have the time of your life in the stands—by going along.

And are we going to win? We ARE!

The girls' pep meeting was a new aspect of ten years ago. Hitherto the pep has been held by the boys as their privileges. This year the girls have joined the fight and have added much to the spirit and pep of the crowd. That they should form up in dates in order to make the rooting section a real one for us. The fans who went to the Rice game at College Station, and find out what you can hold your breath.

Another thing we can't quite understand about an athletic field is why the girls take so much interest in it. It is one of the most important clubs in the school.

The boys who went with the team to Dallas, and at 12 a part of them, for sure, and made a great showing this year, are the rice colored and greener than green on that field.

THE CROSS COUNTRY RUN.

At thanksgiving time, the Southwest Conference will stage in Austin, a cross-country event. The accomplishments of the Glee Club in the Southwest Conference can well stage minor events, but the boy's spirit in the roots, their enthusiasm and fighting better get us or we are going to lose.

The question is whether or not Rice is to be represented at Austin? As a rule of the conference, we should by all means enter a participa-
ting, and if we are to make any entry, some selection should be made very soon. Thanksgiving is only two weeks off, and if necessary, training should be necessary to put a distance runner on the shape for the contest.

In the past a number of our sports have suffered from the absence of football. Football will be admitted, by far the most attractive of our sports. It is true the attendance amount of spectators. But there are other sports, and the sports that have been represented by the Rice band, that the fans will be much better off if we have a football team.

The Alumni Homecoming.

The Alumni will come home Thanksgiving. In the past we have only two weeks weekly to make them feel most at home; to have them realize that we are glad to have them. We must hasten our preparations. Celebrations are going on through the week, and the campus societies will stage minor events in the week. After that, there will be no Alumni.

The band will furnish music, and all the students are expected to assist the Glee Club in the singing. The game with Arizona will occupy the entire afternoon. The big event of the day should be the biggest event of the day. Few students have ever seen a real football game, and the one on Thanksgiving night should be a smash hit. Some of the boys are going to the woods and begin stacking the logs.

...The officials of the game gained more ground for I. M. U. than the players themselves.
**The Young Men of This Community**

*more than ordinarily welcome at the union...*

To work with and for them in a constructive way—to link our contribution, experience and strength with their enthusiasm and freedom of vision, is a program that means much to this city and section.

**The Union National Bank**

Capital One Million Dollars

**No Student Should Be Without a Typewriter**

Find it up to take with you.

L. C. SMITH AGENCY

CORONA AGENCY

The new and requisite Typewriters, all makes, for each are at permanent special rental rate of $4.00 per month.

*Every Typewriter We Sell Is Fully Guaranteed*

**Houston Typewriter Exchange**

Near COURT HOUSE and Avenue Street from STEWART, 3rd.

---

**MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL**

By Charles Ephraim

THREE TRAGEDIES AND A COMEDY

[Entries from a historical document, likely related to the early 20th century, discussing the Union National Bank, the Young Men of This Community, and the Houston Typewriter Exchange.]
Kiss: Has suffered a terrible moral. The campaign this week will be a
A. Oym, and we sure hope the membership as watchman at the Y. W. C.

We have our application in for the

Was $2.50, now $1.65
Was 60c, now 40c
Was $1.25, now 80c

TUFFLY & SCOGGIN'S SHOE CO.

LILIE HALF HOSE

SILK HALF HOSE

NATIVE'S

Do you speak Spanish? Do you want

SPANISH CLUB.

No. 1—Where's your birth?

AMPUTATION.

Dacron (sewing the night) shall

SILK KNITTED HATS

BROGUE FOR THIS WINTER

TUFFLY & SCOGGIN'S SHOE COMPANY

Genuine Wine Cordovan.

In Brown Russian Call.

In Black Cordovan.

The world is going to the dogs.

DALLAS SPECIAL.

Sarah (missing the night) shall
take in the show "Saint Peter".

In the Glories.

E. B. L.

Drama Society.

PERSONALS.

Miss Annie E. B. Frost and Miss En

Famous Strictly Workmen were visitors at the

The Alpha Phi Club will give a

SEMINAR SOCIETY.

Miss Ethel Willmer organized the

Delight refreshments were served,

our sight. Many issues formed the

The latter after the Rice-S. M. U. game.

Mr. Shorty Mayer and Mr. E. Liv

Oscar Season's

WINTER SUITS

Green & Bridges

312 MAIN STREET

At Levy's

Sale of High Class Suits

For Women In Now Is Progress In Our Suit Sales

We are well within bounds in saying this that this is the greatest

The suits embraced in this sale are from our regular stocks,

 besides distinctive tailored styles, there are handsome

Styles for misses and women.

$35.00 and $39.50

$25.00 and $29.50

$13.50 and $17.50

$37.50 and $39.50

$12.50 and $14.50

$8.75 and $9.75

$10.50 and $12.50

% Other Suits From $14.95 to $298.50

Reduced in Proportion

Levy Bros. Dry Goods Co.

SCATTER SUNSHINE

CHRISTMAS GREETING CARDS

THE STORE FOR BOOKS

469 Main Street

You Will Find in Our Large Stock That Express Just the

PETER'S CREDIT IS N. G. -
The crowd smiled. Only a few opposed the constitution physics amphitheatre at 10:30 Saturday. November 20. and will sing the same hour and place on the follow-up and one Freshman, the Junior class president, and the Sophomore class president. The judicial council is a committee of five members elected by the Student Council. It is necessary that the council meet and act upon the resolutions of the day."

"All right, orchestra." a boy shouted. "I'm going to be there full force." As he arose the Texas man's name. As he arose the Texas students stood and bowed until the last two, where they all sat down blushing, ashamed, hurt. "If we do not put up the same kind of fight, we shall lose."

"By the way, sport." the same boy said. "When the Rice team can never feel overconfident, we shall lose."

"That's right, my boy." the Texas student replied. "When the Rice team can never feel overconfident, we shall lose."

"All right, orchestra." a boy shouted. "I'm going to be there full force." As he arose the Texas man's name. As he arose the Texas students stood and bowed until the last two, where they all sat down blushing, ashamed, hurt.

"If we do not put up the same kind of fight, we shall lose."

"That's right, my boy." the Texas student replied. "When the Rice team can never feel overconfident, we shall lose."

"All right, orchestra." a boy shouted. "I'm going to be there full force." As he arose the Texas man's name. As he arose the Texas students stood and bowed until the last two, where they all sat down blushing, ashamed, hurt.